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Introducing Lumin-i
Lumin-i is a powerful and precise eye tracker created by 
Smartbox. This is the first eye tracker for AAC developed 
with Smart Eye technology, and is effective and reliable 
both indoors and outdoors.

Key features include incredibly responsive performance 
and a large track box that tolerates a wide range of 
head movements and positions, Lumin-i also offers a 
unique anti-reflection mode to help users who wear 
corrective glasses with coatings or filters.

Developed in collaboration with Smart Eye 

Optimised for Grid 3 AAC software

Incredibly responsive 60 Hz tracking 

Operating distance of 45-85 cm 

High powered IR emitters for outdoor use 

Tolerates a wide range of head movements

Designed for a variety of eye colours and conditions

Anti-reflection mode



Powered by Smart Eye

Smart Eye’s solutions are used 
around the world by more than 
800 organisations including Nasa, 
Airbus, Audi, Harvard University 
and Georgia Tech.

Smart Eye is the global leader in eye tracking technology 
for the automotive, aerospace and research sectors. 

Our collaboration with Smart Eye to create Lumin-i, 
combines our experience in AAC with Smart Eye’s 
extensive expertise in designing and delivering eye 
tracking systems.



Solmaz Shahmehr
Vice President and Head of Research, Smart Eye

We are very excited to be 
stepping into a market that 
is new to us, but at the same 
time resonates so well with 
Smart Eye’s core mission. 



Designed for AAC users

Developed to work in 
any lighting conditions, 
Lumin-i gives you access 
to your communication 
aid anywhere.

Outdoor tracking

The large track box 
(35 x 30 x 65 cm) 
maintains your gaze 
even if you have some 
involuntary head 
movement, change your 
position, tilt your head to 
one side or move back 
and forth.

Head movement

A recovery rate of just 
17 ms (milliseconds) 
ensures seamless 
communication. If you 
turn your head to the side 
or look away briefly, your 
gaze will be instantly 
re-established. 

Exceptional recovery



Seamless tracking
Lumin-i uses technology from the automotive 
and aviation industry to bring you an incredibly 
responsive performance. 

Sampling rate 

The number of frames the tracker 
captures per second.

60 Hz
Gaze latency 

The time the tracker takes to 
respond to your movement.

25 ms
Gaze recovery

The time the tracker takes to 
re-establish connection after loss 

of tracking.

17 ms



Excellent outdoor performance
Lumin-i is one of the best eye trackers available for 
outdoor use. High-powered infrared emitters bring 
you reliable and steady eye tracking, even in bright 
conditions. 

Coupled with the anti-glare coating on your Grid Pad 
display, Lumin-i provides consistent eye gaze access 
in all environments.        



Dougal Hawes
Managing Director, Smartbox

This collaboration with 
Smart Eye was born out 

of our desire to bring the 
world’s best eye tracking 

performance to our sector, 
giving people a highly 

accurate eye tracker that 
will work both indoors and 

outdoors.  



Dedicated eye gaze access
A bespoke built-in camera unit has been created 
for Lumin-i, turning Grid Pad 12 and Grid Pad 15 
communication aids into robust and dedicated eye 
gaze devices. 



Optimised for Grid AAC software
Lumin-i has been designed for use with our industry 
leading Grid AAC software, so you don’t need to worry 
about any additional software packages. Everything is 
built into Grid, making it even easier to get started.



Detailed specification  

Sampling rate: 60 Hz

Tracking box: 35 x 30 x 65 cm distance

Operating distance: 45 - 85 cm

Accuracy: 0.5 degrees 

Precision: 0.1 degrees  

Output data: Gaze point, pupil diameter, time stamp. 
All outputs as binocular data with 
associated quality index.

Blink recovery time: 1 frame  

Gaze recovery time: 1 frame  

Latency: 25 ms from camera exposure

Eye tracking principle: Dark pupil and corneal reflection

Maximum screen size: 24” (16:9 aspect ratio)

Operating System: Windows 10
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